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HCX
a complex ecosystem for financing path-breaking projects, Research & Development and NFT Patents in hemp industry

HCX is here to bring the cutting edge blockchain
and NFT technology to disrupt the way intellectual
property is commercialised, and projects and ideas
are financed, in the hemp industry. The concept of
creating an ecosystem for crowdfunding projects,
financing R&D, and commercialising IP based on
blockchain was invented and developed by a group
of hemp and crypto industry leaders. Some of them
were members of the oldest hemp research and
development institute in the world - the Institute
of Natural Fibres and Medicinal Plants in Poland
and members of innovative startups achieving
international success in the blockchain industry.
Therefore, we are proud to say that HCX is being
created by, and for, hemp professionals.

HCX ECOSYSTEM
Hempfunding
Platform

Research &
Development

NFT Patents

Governance
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HEMP MARKET
what are the projections for the fastest
growing industry in the world.
The XXI century introduced new paradigms in many
industries such as finance, health, or technology.
The same disruptive processes can be observed
right now in the hemp industry, which has been
seen for a long time as illicit, fragmented, and
untrustworthy. This is changing, and the blockchain
technology should not only play a greater role in
the democratization of, but also in the introduction
of transparency to, the hemp industry. The growth
dynamics of the hemp market are definitely
promising as the demand for hemp products is at
its all-time high and is still growing.
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According to New Frontier Data, the global hemp
market reached a value of $3.7 billion in 2018 and grew
by another $2 billion to $5,7 billion in the next two
years (2020). Verified Market Research projects that
the value of Global Industrial Hemp Market will reach
$27,72 billion by 2028, growing at a CAGR of 21,97%
from 2020 to 2028. The newest estimates indicate that
just the European hemp market (which has 1/3 share of
the world market) itself will reach $36 billion by 2027.
This would represent nearly a 100-fold increase in the
European market value over the 10 years between 2018
and 2027 and HCX would like to be part of this growth.
Legalizing cannabis in Europe would increase market
turnover by an additional three to fivefold (3-5x), just
as it happened in the US.
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INDUSTRIAL
HEMP
MARKET SIZE

CAGR
21,97%
2020-2028
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USES OF HEMP
The cultivation of industrial hemp is becoming more
and more popular with every year. This is the result
of its wide application in industry, gastronomy,
textiles, agriculture, and medicine. Each part of the
plant is used in the production of a variety of raw
materials.

FUN FACT:
HEMP HOUSES
Both in Poland and in many other countries, research is
being carried out around the possibility of using hemp
mortar in the construction of houses. Chaff is added to
concrete as an additional binder, creating an ecocrete
called hempcrete. The resulting material is perfect for
filling building skeletons. It shows better properties than
traditionally used building material, being stronger, lighter,
and harder. It has also very good insulating properties.

SEEDS

Oil

Beer

Paint

Body Care
Products

Paper

Insulation

Flour

STALK
Textiles

LEAVES
Animal Medicine
Breeding

ROOTS
Medicine Compost

Mulch
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WHY HCX? OUR
VALUES & MISSION
HCX GOAL
Our goal is to provide an easy, fast, and safe way
to financing innovative ideas as well as developing
intellectual property.
We will create a platform supporting the fundraising
for business ideas linked to hemp. The platform
will be a place to invest in, support, and create
go-to-market strategies in addition to commercial
financing of R&D. It offers a cutting-edge solution to
the market with the usage of Non-Fungible Tokens
(NFT) which will introduce a greater sense of trust
to this area by using blockchain technology.

MISSION
The recent exponential growth of the hemp industry shows that there
is a need for a better way to exchange knowledge and experience. It
creates an opportunity for financing and developing innovative ideas
such as hemp-related startups, research, scientific publications,
artistic shows and as well as charitable initiatives.
We will enable all users, both small investors and big players, to have
an equal access to investing in scientific studies and new businesses
and to benefit from their further commercialization and growth. It
will in turn open the doors for researchers and entrepreneurs to
promote their work and allow them to reach more people interested
in those ideas. We do believe that the blockchain technology can be
leveraged to enable individuals to financially support new concepts
and participate in the development of advanced technologies.
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HEMPFUNDING
PLATFORM
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HEMPFUNDING
PLATFORM OVERVIEW
For a small investor, having access to promising
projects is often unattainable. In most cases, only
a few have access: corporations, funds, states,
or wealthy private investors. On the other hand,
entrepreneurs, researchers and creators often
struggle with obtaining external source of financing,
which is so important in the early phases of a project
and requires the acquisition of a large investor – a
process which takes time. Our platform solves these
problems by providing better and equal access to
goods, a better mechanism for their turnover, and
a lower barrier to entry, allowing both companies
and scientists to raise the required funds and small
investors to benefit from the implementation of
developed technologies, new products, etc. and
increase in their value.
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HEMPFUNDING IS A UNIQUE GLOBAL PLATFORM BASED ON
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
where fundraising is carried out to finance various projects related to the
hemp sector. One of the most burning issues for people with an interesting
idea is its implementation, and above all, the funds without which a further
development is impossible. We managed to find a solution. Thanks to the
Hempfunding platform you can easily raise funds to fulfill your dreams. Just
register on the platform, create a description of your project, the amount
needed for its execution, and information about what you can offer to a
potential investor. Hempfunding platform is a place to establish business
relationships both from the point of view of the originator (who receives
funds for the implementation of the project) and the investor (who with
a few clicks can become a token holder in the hemp startup). Thanks to
the transparency of the blockchain, every transaction is visible, and the
speed and simplicity allows anyone with access to the internet to easily
establish a business relationship within minutes.
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WHO IS
HEMPFUNDING FOR?
Companies

Investors

which want to raise capital for the development
of the venture and can do it by issuing and selling
security tokens.

who want to invest in security tokens offered by
promising hemp companies and profit from their
development.

WHY IT IS WORTH TO
INVEST ON HEMPFUNDING ?

Access to Hemp companies
As an investment platform,
we will be constantly looking
for new projects in which our
community can invest.

Verification of companies
We provide research of the
project and its profitability,
so that investors can achieve
satisfactory rates of return.

Best prices for $HCX holders
Buy $HCX tokens and get access
to investing at the lowest entry
price.

Stake and farm for passive
income
By staking or farming $HCX, you
multiply the number of your
tokens and get passive income
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ON THE HEMPFUNDING PLATFORM, WE FOCUS ON THE HEMP SECTOR PRESENTING MANY POSSIBILITIES IN:

startups

social events

music

research

charity

film

art

entertainment

and any other idea
related to hemp
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HEMPFUNDING PLATFORM CYCLE & FEE DISTRIBUTION
TOKENS/PRODUCT

INVESTOR

ENTERPREUNER

CRYPTO

FEE

60%

TAX & PROFIT

20%

BUYBACK & BURN

10%

STAKING POOL

6%

PATENTS

4%

RESERVE FUNDS
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6%

FEE DISTRIBUTION FROM HEMPFUNDING
PLATFORM

20%

10%

is burned making the supply of $HCX token
lower thus making a positive impact on the market value.

10%

is used for staking pool

60%

is allocated for tax coverage and profit for the
HCX project

6%

is used for buying patents

4%

is sent to HCX reserve fund

4%

60%

20%

tax & profits

burn

staking pool

patents

reserve funds
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NFT PATENTS
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NFTS TO CHANGE THE
PATENTS PARADIGM
CURRENTLY, MOST NFT PROJECTS
HAVE NO ADDITIONAL VALUE BEYOND
COLLECTABILITY. NFTS MINTED BY
HCX WILL DIFFERENTIATE THEMSELVES
BY BEING REFLECTED IN THE REAL
WORLD. FOR NFT HOLDERS, AIRDROPS
WILL BE DISTRIBUTED IN THE FORM OF
$HCX PURCHASED BEFOREHAND FROM
THE EXCHANGE FROM THE PROFITS
GENERATED BY THE COMMERCIALIZATION
OF PATENTS, THEIR LICENSE, ETC.
PATENTS WILL BE EITHER DEVELOPED
BY HCX OR BOUGHT FROM THE MARKET.
NFTS WILL BE PURCHASABLE BY $HCX
HOLDERS ONLY.

HCX NFT
PATENT
CREATION
AND UTILITY
As each patent won’t be minted
as just one NFT - it will consist of a
series of NFTs – it will be available to
a wider group of recipients and the
financial barrier to investment will
be lowered. As a result, even a small
investor will be able to participate
in the development of valuable
technologies. The use of NFTs will
also allow for the ease of carrying
out a transaction if you were to want
to sell your part of the $HCX airdrop
generated from token buybacks
from patent profit.
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HCX PATENTS ITS MANUFACTURED SOLUTION/TECHNOLOGY OR PURCHASES
A PATENT FROM THE MARKET

HCX MINTS AN NFT COLLECTION

ACQUIRING AN
NFT PATENT

SMALL INVESTORS BECOME NFT OWNERS

HCX COMMERCIALISES A PATENT AND THEN, FROM LICENCE PROFITS, $HCX
IS BOUGHT FROM THE MARKET AND AIRDROPPED TO NFT HOLDERS

IN A FINAL STEP, DEPENDING ON ITS PROFITABILITY, HCX SELLS A PATENT,
BUYS $HCX FROM THE EXCHANGE AND SHARES THEM WITH ALL NFT
HOLDERS
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NFT PATENT SALE
PROCESS:

1

HCX patents the technology/product it developed,
or buys the patent from the market. HCX creates
afterwards a collection of NFTs, the holders of which
will be periodically paid out $HCX purchased from the
profits stemming from patent commercialization.

3

Parties who enter the lottery need to stake a certain
amount of their $HCX tokens. Number of NFTs that
could be available for purchase by a party depends
on the Tier type (based on the number of $HCX
required) - the higher the Tier, the more NFTs may
be gained.

2

The sale of the NFT patent, in the form of a lottery,
is announced by HCX. The parties interested in the
sale are provided with information about the project
and the rights incorporated in the form of NFTs.

4

Only the lucky winners of the lottery receive the
ability to purchase the NFTs through payment of
the relevant amount and, in turn, they periodically
receive $HCX.
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$HCX TOKEN
$HCX is a BEP-20 token and the heart of
the HCX ecosystem. The token will be
deeply integrated into the ecosystem as
its functionalities will include: rewards,
access to Hempfunding Platform and NFT
Patent sales, and Governance.

STAKING
Everyone in the crypto community loves staking as you
can get paid for what you would do anyway. Thanks to
locking up tokens, you will multiply the number of your
tokens. The staking pool will be fed by the purchase of
$HCX from a certain percentage from fees generated
on the platform and patent commercializations and
distributed as staking rewards.

DEFLATION
The burning mechanism will provide investors with the
benefit of a decreasing supply of tokens. Twenty percent
of the fees generated by our platform will be spent on
$HCX buyback and burn. What is the purpose of this?
According to simple maths and economics, the reduced
supply of tokens should have an increasing impact on
the $HCX token price.
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HEMPFUNDING PLATFORM ENTRY
Holding $HCX tokens will allow you
to participate in the Hempfunding
Platform when buying tokens offered
by international hemp companies.
REWARD FOR NFT HOLDERS
$HCX will be given to NFT Patent
owners
thanks
to
revenues
generated by patents – licence and
commercialization. The final stage of
using patents by HCX will be the sale
and the profits will be distributed
between NFT owners.
NFT PATENTS SALE ENTRY
As a holder of $HCX tokens, you will
have the privilege of buying NFT
Patents. Beyond the artistic image,
you will receive airdrops in the form of
$HCX, which will be bought by us from
the market from the profits generated
by the patent.

GOVERNANCE
We want the community around our
project to be strong and to have a real
impact on its future. Token holders will
be able to, among others, e.g. choose a
patent from among several proposed,
which will then be purchased by HCX and
minted in the form of an NFT.
NFT Patent Boost
Burn $HCX tokens to upgrade your NFT
- increase % of reward generated by the
Patent.
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STAKING LEVELS
BENEFITS
LEVEL

Level 1 (GREEN)

Level 2 (SILVER)

Level 3 (GOLD)

Level 4 (VIP)

min. $HCX tokens
amount

Staking duration

50.000 $HCX

$HCX tokens airdrop from company
buyback + x1 Pool weight on Hempfunding Platform

3 months

200.000 $HCX

$HCX tokens airdrop from company
buyback +$HCX token fees from claiming + x4 Pool weight on Hempfunding Platform + whitelist for NFT
Patent sale

6 months

500.000 $HCX

$HCX tokens airdrop from company
buyback + $HCX token fees from claiming + x10 Pool weight on Hempfunding Platform + whitelist for NFT
Patent sale at discount

1 year

2.000.000 $HCX

$HCX tokens airdrop from company
buyback + $HCX token fees from claiming +x40 Pool weight on Hempfunding Platform + guaranteed allocation
in NFT Patent sale at big discount

1 year
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TOKEN SALE
& RELEASE SCHEDULE
PRESALE

FUNDING
SEED
PRIVATE SALE
PUBLIC SALE
TOTAL FUNDING

TOKEN SUPPLY

TOKEN PRICE

$ 60 000

24 000 000

$ 0,0025

$ 1 260 000

360 000 000

$ 0,0035

$ 450 000

100 000 000

$ 0,0045

$ 1 770 000

484 000 000
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TOKEN SALE
& RELEASE
SCHEDULE
RELEASE SCHEDULE

ALLOCATION
SEED

TGE %

INSTANT
CLAIM FEE

24 000 000

100%

9 600 000

60% instant
claim fee*

180 000 000

50% instant
claim fee*

60 000 000

40% instant
claim fee*

PRIVATE

36%

360 000 000

PUBLIC

10%

100 000 000

100%

AIRDROP

1,6%

16 000 000

0%

TBD

50 000 000

0%

1y cliﬀ,
12m linear

50 000 000

0%

6m Cliﬀ,
12m linear

0%

1y cliﬀ,
5% per 2m

ADVISORS
COMPANY TREASURY
LIQUIDITY

50% OF TOKENS GOES TO
INVESTORS & COMMUNITY

2,4%

TOTAL SUPPLY

INITIAL CIRCULATING SUPPLY

100%

TEAM

LISTING PRICE --> $ 0,005
MAX. INITIAL MARKET CAP (IF ALL
INVESTORS CLAIM) --> $ 1 373 000

% OF TOTAL
SUPPLY

STAKING &
FARMING REWARDS
TOTAL

5%
5%
20%
10%
10%
100%

200 000 000
100 000 000
100 000 000
1 000 000 000

25%

25 000 000

3m daily
linear
24m daily
linear

0%
274 600 000

*CLAIM FEE DECREASES 4% PER MONTH

ROADMAP
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2022 Q1
• The idea of HCX was born. It all started with
the fascination with hemp and the idea of a
place supporting the entire industry.
• Team formation
• Market research
• Business concept validation
• Company strategy development
• Tokenomy development
2022 Q2
• Seed financing
• Building partnerships, sourcing
advisors, creating a network
• Core team expansion
• Marketing strategy creation
2022 Q3
• Website launching
• Marketing campaign kick-off
• Community building
• Token smart contract development and audit
• Private token sale

2022 Q4
• Public sale registration
• Public token sale
• Pancakeswap listing
• Start of staking reward pool
• Start of farming pool
• Token airdrop
2023 Q1
• Post launch marketing campaigns
• Cooperation with Hemp Institutes
• NFT Patent first mint
• Partnership expansion
• Hempfunding Platform development
2023 Q2
• CEX listing
• Brand awareness build-up
• Hempfunding Platform launching
• Symposium/conference
• Further NFT Patent mint
• Local and global market acquisition
More info soon
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TEAM

ŁUKASZ SOBKÓW

ADAM RADOMSKI

RYSZARD KANIEWSKI

Co-Founder & CEO
MBA, Master’s Degree at Poznan
University of Technology. Corporate
Governance Specialist in the energy
sector. Formerly an apprentice at
the Institute of Natural Fibres &
Medicinal Plants (the oldest hemp
institute in the world), where
he became interested in hemp.
Privately a stock market and crypto
investor.

Co-Founder & COO
Master’s
degree
in
management with five years of
experience in administration.
He started his adventure in
crypto in 2019, working at
ARI10 - providers of cryptofiat gateways for B2B & B2C.
Privately passionate about
crypto, military history and
martial arts.

Hemp Industry & Patent Expert
D.E. 40 years of experience in Institute of
Natural Fibres and Medicinal Plants - National
Research Institute.He was involved in the design
of equipment and machinery for harvesting
and processing of hemp and flax. Owner of
a design studio in the field of technological
design and technical supervision. Author
of many patents involving hemp harvesting
and fiber evaluation as well as patents using
properties of hemp essential oils.
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JULIA RAKOWIECKA

DOMINIK KNACH

MARTA MISIAK

CTO

CMO
In HCX responsible for marketing,
content management and media
relations. Since 2017 he has been
involved in developing Polish
projects such as e.g. Bitcoin Tej
(periodic meetups for crypto
projects and enthusiasts). On a
daily basis, he advises on marketing
strategies and conducts analyses
of sales sectors.

Project Manager
Professionally Transition Manager in
Finance with 5 years of experience in
different corporate roles. Succesfully
completed financial projects within
given budget, timeframe and in
accordance to the companies’ policies,
effectively leading and coordinating
tasks between teams around the world
(Europe, SA, India, the US), Passionate
about project execution, timeliness
and accuracy of project’s deliverables,
standardization and automatization.

Enterprise IT Specialist with many years of
experience in automotive IT Infrastructure
Management.

Responsible

for

contract

agreements and successfully implemented
service focused IT corporate strategies by
applying

acquired

Service

Management

Framework knowledge. Effectively dealing
with internal IT operations and overseeing
the development of HCX for stakeholders,
external partners and vendors. Background
in Computer Science with strong passion for
technological progress, web development
and corporate governance.
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IKHSAN HABIBI

MATEUSZ ZADALA

Software Engineer
Master’s degree student of Media and
Computer Science at the Humboldt
University of Berlin. He is passionate about
digitalization such as web technologies,
data engineering, and video editing. Biggest
enthusiast of blockchain technology and
Python. He has experience consulting
various tech start-ups in the area of Berlin
- Europe’s new Silicon Valley.

Partnership Specialist
Responsible for sourcing domestic and
international partners, building lasting
and trustworthy business relationships,
creating contractor databases, conducting
negotiations together with concluding
contracts. He is an art enthusiast, who
performed artistic workshops in Poland
and abroad; passionate about different,
often nonstandard ways of cooperation,
appreciated by his partners from Italy,
Spain, Germany and Norway. Privately a
bicycle touring enthusiast
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DAMIAN NOWICKI

ARMAND JABŁOŃSKI

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Responsible for HCX branding , social media,
and website. He have almost 10 years of
experience in graphic design. Worked in
small printing companies, big corporates,
currently working in one of the best
marketing agencies in Poland. Privately
huge fan of enduro biking.

PPC MANAGER
Responsible for activities related to PPC
advertising channels. He gained experience
both on the client side, working in a small
startup, but also by working in one of
the best marketing agencies in Poland.
Currently he supports advertising activities
of large e-commerces and projects based
on generating valuable business contacts.
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ADVISORS

RADEK ROSIAK

PIOTR BIEŃ

Co-Founder of GamerHash
Serial Entrepreneur running businesses based in Los
Angeles,USA and Poznan,Poland.In 2017,he founded Gamer
Hashalongside Patryk Pusch , a platform which later on
released GamerCoin (GHX) token. Vanguard University of
Southern California graduate with Science & Business
Degree. Blockchain enthusiast. Stock market & Crypto
investor since 2012.

Co-Founder of ARI10 Group
CEO of: ARI10 Dominican Republic, BitCan
and BitcoinWidget. Co-founder of Polish
Blockchain and Crypto first self regulating
body: IGBiNT. Former Binance Angel. A huge
fan of cryptocurrency, blockchain and fintech
space.
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PIOTR LIROY MARZEC

MACIEJ SAGAL

Co-Founder of HUBburger.com
Entrepreneur, politician, cannabis advocate,
rapper and music producer. One of the pioneers
of cannabis in Poland. Pro-legalization activist.
Sponsor of an act legalizing medical marijuana,
called the Liroy’s Law. Chairman of the
Parliamentary Group for Medical Marijuana. He
successfully runs numerous businesses, also
related to the hemp market - his own brand of
premium CBD products LiRoyal and HUBburger.
com-the world’s first decentralized marketplace
related to the entire cannabis industry.

Co-Founder of HUBburger.com
Businessman
successfully
conducting
international operations, specializing in sales,
as well as digitalization and automation of
enterprises. More then 20 years of experience in
business allows him to see promising industries
and invest in those with high potential. Founder
and CEO of KingAPP Group, Teile.com.de and
many others. Co-owner and CEO of HUBburger.
com-the world’s first decentralized marketplace
related to the entire cannabis industry.
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RAFAŁ SOBKÓW
Co-Founder of GamerHash & ARI10
Experienced entrepreneur, Master of Economics,
from the beginning connected with the financial
markets. Successful investor and advisor in many
businesses both crypto- and non-crypto-related
(ex. GamerHash, ARI10). Since 7 years owner of a
medical device company helping to build and supply
new hospitals, operating on Asian markets.

JAKUB KĄCKI
Hemp Advisor
Entrepreneur and cannabis enthusiast, creator
of an online store CannaHealth with a stationary
store in the center of Poznan. Student of
Computer Science with a specialization in
e-commerce. Privately a sports and automotive
fan, licensed racing driver.
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QOQOS
Content Marketing Specialist
and NFT Enthusiast
Core member of Poland’s biggest NFT collective
- NFM, being also involved in various start-ups
based in the metaverse. He’ll support HCX in
expanding the project into the vast NFT space.

TRÚC LINH MAI
Linh is a highly dedicated and accomplished
asset and license manager with an exceptional
work ethic, highly organized and effective and
who can remain positive and pleasant under
strict deadlines. Adept at understanding
complex business concepts and by utilizing
her problem-solving abitilies, she loves to craft
and shape solutions to support the company’s
growth.Outside of her work, Linh enjoys to
explore the food culture. She is very passionate
about honing her competitive gaming skill
and likes to broaden her mind with innovative
technologies and financial investments.

FIND US
		 /HCXcoin_com

		@hcx

		 /hcxchat

		@hcx_coin

		/hcxcoin

/HCXcoin

		/hcxcoin

		/hcx-coin

WWW.HCXCOIN.COM

DISCLAIMER
INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THE DOCUMENT
All information contained in this document has been prepared and presented by the Issuer to the best of their knowledge as of the date of the document’s preparation.
However, in no event should the information contained in this document be construed as investment advice, advice, or recommendation. Any calculations presented
in this document do not constitute an offer within the meaning of the applicable law, and also do not constitute a calculation for such an offer. This document is for
information purposes only and presents the main assumptions of the project implemented by the Issuer, the development plan, the implemented technology, as well
as the possibilities related to the purchase of HCX Tokens. Anyone wishing to make an investment should not rely solely on the content contained in this document.
The Issuer disclaims any responsibility for the incorrect use of the information contained in this document.
GENERAL JURISDICTION
The Issuer has its headquarters in the United Arab Emirates, therefore the Investor acknowledges that any possible claims related to the HCX project should be
directed only to this entity, based on the regulations applicable to the seat of the Issuer. In addition, the Issuer points out that blockchain technology is still an
innovative and modern technological solution, therefore future changes in tax law and different interpretations of the law by competent authorities cannot be ruled
out. Any changes in the law may have a negative impact on the activities conducted by the Issuer, therefore, out of extreme caution, the Issuer reserves the right
to change the jurisdiction and entity through which the HCX project is implemented, including the distribution of Tokens. At the same time, it should be emphasized
that this distribution of Tokens can in no way be classified as an issue of financial instruments - both within the meaning of national laws applicable to the seat of
the Issuer, as well as any other local laws relating to such issues and applicable to the securities, financial instruments or other goods or stock exchange services.
RISK
Before proceeding with the distribution process of HCX Tokens, you should first become familiar with the functioning mechanisms of software and applications based
on blockchain technology. You should never invest more than you are prepared to lose and you should be prepared to lose all your money. If in doubt about the HCX
project, you should always seek independent legal, tax, or financial advice before taking any steps in the process described in this document. The cryptocurrency
market is unpredictable and the Issuer may have to adjust his strategy in response to changing market conditions. Therefore, the Issuer reserves the right to amend
this document at any time.
All information regarding the purchase of HCX Tokens is available at: hcxcoin.com

